IDP in a Startup: Self-learning Meta-search Engine and Platform for Classic Automobiles

Who we are:
We are a team of TUM students and alumni in the fields of management and engineering with a passion for vintage cars who want to implement the world’s first virtual showroom for classic automobiles and corresponding Internet search. We are an early-phase tech startup with plenty of ideas and focused on agile and dynamic product development.

What is CLASSICA:
CLASSICA is a meta-search engine designed to crawl all European classic car Internet ads from various dealer websites and static marketplaces to combine them on a single consolidated website. With the use of a virtual showroom and classic car configurator, users can visualize their tailor-made classic car ideas and forward them to the appropriate dealer.

We offer:
• Young and highly motivated team
• Lean startup environment and flat hierarchy
• Friendly atmosphere and flexible working hours
• Direct implementation and testing of your work and output
• The chance to help build something sustainable and innovative
• Learnings and experience gathering for your own ventures

We are looking for:
• Enthusiastic and talented software developers
• Self-organized leaders that know which direction they want to steer their project
• Creativity and open-minded thinking
• Preferably a team (2-5 people) of both frontend and backend competencies or full stack development

Requirements:
• Proficiency in at least one object-oriented programming language
  MySQL, PHP, Python
• Proficiency in UI/UX development
  CSS, HTML5

Organizational:
• The IDP will be hosted by the Dr. Theo Schöller-Stiftungslehrstuhl für Technologie- und Innovationsmanagement
• The lecture part is usually covered through the attendance of "Advanced Technology and Innovation Management" and a subsequent oral exam
• Team size: 2-5 students (if you apply individually, we will match you into a team), single IDPs with one student possible
• Period: practical part: within SS17. Lecture and exam: SS17 (WS17/18 is also possible)

Contact:
• If you are interested, please send your CV(s), a short description of completed projects and your personal motivation to:

Nicolas Pabst von Ohain
+49 171 9960969
talents@classica-search.com
www.classica-search.com